We report results of time-resolved terahertz (THz) pulse spectroscopy experiments on laterally ordered chains of self-assembled InGaAs quantum dots photoexcited with 400 nm, 100 fs laser pulses. A large anisotropy in the transient photoconductive response is observed depending on the polarization of the THz probe pulse with respect to the orientation of the dot chains. Fast ͑3.5-5 ps͒ and efficient carrier capture into the dots and one-dimensional wetting layers underneath the dot chains is observed below 90 K. At higher temperatures, thermionic emission into the two-dimensional wetting layers and barriers becomes significant and the anisotropy in the photoconductive signal is reduced. Carrier capture in self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) has been an extremely active area of research in recent years, in part due to the potential applications for tunable, efficient QD laser structures 1 and photodetectors. 2 Often, carriers are injected into the barrier or wetting layers (WLs) and must be captured by the QDs before they can radiatively recombine. These capture mechanisms are therefore intimately linked to the operating parameters of QD lasers and other QD photonic devices.
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Recently, a high degree of linear ordering of QDs was achieved in an In 0.36 Ga 0.64 As/ GaAs superlattice by controlling strain in the Stranski-Krastanow growth process. 3, 4 Researchers were able to fabricate aligned dot chains with an average length of 0.9 m, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , with dot densities of ϳ1.8ϫ 10 10 cm −2 per layer. This structure leads to very different potential profiles parallel ͑ ʈ ͒ and perpendicular ͑Ќ͒ to the dot chains. This letter demonstrates that polarized, subpicosecond, far-infrared light pulses can be used to probe anisotropic carrier transport resulting from this ordering.
The sample was grown on a semi-insulating (SI) GaAs ͓001͔ substrate with a 150 nm GaAs buffer layer deposited by molecular beam epitaxy at 580°C. A 15-layer structure of In 0.36 Ga 0.64 As/ GaAs was then grown at 540°C, each layer containing densely packed chains of QDs with an average diameter and height of 45 nm and 5 nm, respectively. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) planview image of Fig. 1(a) shows the dot chains running in the ͓110͔ direction. TEM images also reveal the existence of a one-dimensional (1D) WL with an estimated height of 1.5-2 nm directly underneath each dot chain, all sitting on top of a ϳ0.7 nm thick two-dimensional (2D) WL. A schematic of this structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) , and further details on growth and characterization of this sample can be found in Ref. 3 .
We use time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy (TRTS) to probe the ultrafast carrier dynamics in this QD structure as a function of temperature, excitation density, and direction either parallel or perpendicular to the dot chains. TRTS has been used previously to investigate transient photoconductivity (PC) and carrier dynamics with subpicosecond time resolution in a variety of samples including bulk and thin film semiconductors, 5, 6 insulators, 7 organic crystals, 8 and semiconductor nanostructures such as InP nanoparticle arrays, self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots, [9] [10] [11] and GaAs/ AlGaAs multiple quantum wells. 12 Specifically, the terahertz (THz) pulse used in this technique is sensitive to the product of free carrier density and carrier mobility. Once carriers become captured by traps or localized QD states, they are no longer mobile and therefore do not contribute to attenuation of the THz pulse transmitted through the sample. TRTS is therefore an ideal probe of carrier capture dynamics in QD systems, complementing traditional techniques such as photoluminescence rise time measurements.
While the details of the experimental setup have been described elsewhere, 6 ,13 the basic technique is as follows. The output from a ϳ0.7 mJ/ pulse, 800 nm, 1 kHz, amplified a)
Electronic mail: dcooke@phys.ualberta.ca Ti:sapphire laser system is doubled to 400 nm for photoexciting the sample. The THz pulse, generated by optical rectification in a ZnTe crystal, then probes the induced change in PC ͑⌬͒ within the THz pulse bandwidth ͑0.1-3 THz͒ by transmission through the sample mounted on a 1 mm aperture in an optical cryostat (sample in vapor). Monitoring the peak transmission of the THz pulse as a function of pumpprobe time delay maps the PC from initial excitation to decay with a time resolution of about 0.5 ps. The negative differential transmission, −⌬T / T 0 , can be related to ⌬ by
This equation is valid for a thin conductive film on a semi-infinite substrate where N is the index of refraction of the substrate, Z 0 is the impedance of free space, and ␦ is the pump penetration depth (taken to be 15 nm here, as for bulk GaAs 14 ). Note that the penetration depth is much less than the superlattice thickness ͑287 nm͒, so no carriers are excited in the underlying GaAs buffer layer or SI GaAs substrate. We saw no significant phase change persisting longer than 3 ps after the initial photoexcitation, which allows the decay dynamics to be described by the peak transmission. 6, 8, 13 Being a pump-probe technique, an optical pump pulse excites carriers within the sample. By comparing the pump penetration depth ͑15 nm͒ to the dot chain layer separation ͑20 nm͒, it is clear that the carriers are injected primarily into the first few GaAs barriers. 15 The subsequent carrier capture dynamics into the 2D WL, 1D WL, and QD states depend on temperature and excitation fluence. The advantage of the TRTS technique is that the THz pulse polarization couples into these states differently. 16, 17 When the polarization is Ќ to the dot chains, THz absorption is due only to mobile carriers in the barriers and 2D WLs, but not carriers confined to the 1D WLs or QDs. In the ʈ configuration, absorption is due to mobile carriers in the barriers, 2D WL and 1D WL, but not from carriers localized in the QDs. In this way, TRTS allows one to separate carrier dynamics occurring in different levels of confinement. Figure 2 shows the results for THz polarization Ќ and ʈ to the dot chains, taken at 10 K. The fluence and excitation density are 1.2 J/cm 2 and 1.3ϫ 10 12 cm −2 , respectively, so the dot states are expected to be saturated. Very different decay dynamics are apparent in the fast decaying dot sample compared to the slower bulk GaAs sample, indicating fast carrier capture into the QDs. 10, 11 Furthermore, a remarkable difference in the decay dynamics is apparent between the Ќ and ʈ orientations. We attribute this anisotropy to rapid and efficient carrier capture occurring Ќ to the dot chains into the dots and 1D WLs, resulting in a fast ͑ϳ5 ps͒ single exponential decay. The ʈ scan shows a two-component decay with a fast decay comparable to that in the Ќ scan and a slower component with a decay of about 170 ps. The fast ʈ decay is likely connected with the 1D WL to QD capture process, while the slower decay is attributed to recombination in the 1D WL from carriers which cannot scatter into the dots due to state filling. This fast QD capture 10, 11 and slow WL recombination 10 is similar to what is seen in other TRTS experiments of QD samples. Furthermore, another study investigating linear arrays of InAs QDs grown on ͓001͔ GaAs also revealed a mobility and transport lifetime anisotropy between the ͓110͔ growth direction and the Ќ ͓110͔ direction. 18 We examine this anisotropic photoconductive response as a function of temperature to investigate the role of thermionic emission out of the localized states. The incident pump fluence was held fixed at 1.2 J/cm 2 while the temperature was lowered from 290 to 10 K. The temperature dependence of the −⌬T scans for the Ќ geometry is given in Fig. 3(a) , normalized to unity. The Ќ orientation has a twocomponent decay for T Ͼ 90 K, but the slow component vanishes for T Ͻ 90 K. This indicates that thermionic emission out of the 1D WL and dots to the 2D WL is negligible for T Ͻ 90 K, in agreement with previous studies of thermal carrier escape out of other QD systems. 3, [19] [20] [21] [22] Biexponential fits of the form −⌬T = A F exp ͑−t / F ͒ + A s exp ͑−t / S ͒ + A dc were found to describe the data quite well for all temperatures and fluences, where the subscripts F and S denote fast and slow components, respectively. A small static component, A dc , was included to account for recombination effects occurring over long time scales, such as bulk recombination in the GaAs barriers. The result from the fits for A S Ќ and A F Ќ are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Lowering the temperature, A S Ќ makes a smooth transition to zero as thermionic emission decreases and carriers are permanently captured into the 1D WL and dots, while A F Ќ rises to dominate below 90 K. The rise of this fast component is very much like the rise of integrated photoluminescence intensity with decreasing temperature, linking the fast amplitude to the carriers captured by the dots, which then recombine radiatively over nanosecond time scales. The temperature dependence of the ʈ scans is given in Fig. 3(c) for T ജ 120 K. Lowering the temperature from 290 K, A S ʈ initially decreases as thermal emission out of the QDs into the 1D and 2D WLs decreases. For T Ͻ 120 K, however, A S ʈ does not vanish like A S ʈ . Instead, it increases to a constant value which is temperature independent, as shown in the fitting results of Fig. 3(d) . At ϳ100 K, carrier capture from the 2D WL into the 1D WL and dots for carriers traveling Ќ to the chains becomes efficient as thermionic emission is negligible. This increases the carrier density in the 1D WL, resulting in an increase of the slow ʈ component. As the dot states are filled and thermal escape to the 2D WL is no longer possible, the density of carriers in the 1D WL is temperature independent for T Ͻ 90 K.
Finally, to explore the effects of state filling, a fluence dependence was performed at low temperature to minimize thermal escape mechanisms. Turning first to the ʈ data in Fig.  4(a) , we see that the lowest fluence wave form decays as a single exponential due to the reduction of state filling in the dots. Increasing the excitation density drives the slower component up as the dot states are filled and the 1D WL states become occupied. At the highest excitation fluence, the 2D WLs and barriers become populated and the slow component dominates. However, the Ќ orientation requires a higher fluence to observe the onset of a slow component compared to the ʈ orientation, as shown in the −⌬T scans of Fig. 4(b) and the fitted A S values in Fig. 4(c) . This is to be expected as only the dot states must be saturated for the THz to sense a ʈ slow component, whereas the Ќ slow component will appear only when both the dot and the 1D WL states have been filled and the 2D WL becomes populated.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that the polarization of the THz probe pulse in TRTS experiments can be used to investigate direction-dependent carrier dynamics in linearly organized QD structures. A large photoconductive anisotropy was seen ʈ and Ќ to a densely packed dot chain sample, where the dots and 1D WL serve as fast and efficient carrier traps in the Ќ transport direction. Thermal emission out of the dots and 1D WL to the 2D WL was found to dominate the photoconductivity for T Ͼ 90 K, while state filling effects dominated below 90 K.
